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ABSTRACT
Clinal variation is common for enzymes in the glycolytic pathway for Drosophila melanogaster and is
generally accepted as an adaptive response to different climates. Although the enzyme phosphoglucomutase
(PGM) possesses several allozyme polymorphisms, it is unique in that it had been reported to show no
clinal variation. Our recent DNA sequence investigation of Pgm found extensive cryptic amino acid
polymorphism segregating with the allozyme alleles. In this study, we characterize the geographic variation
of Pgm amino acid polymorphisms at the nucleotide level along a latitudinal cline in the eastern United
States. A survey of 15 SNPs across the Pgm gene finds significant clinal differentiation for the allozyme
polymorphisms as well as for many of the cryptic amino acid polymorphisms. A test of independence
shows that pervasive linkage disequilibrium across this gene region can explain many of the amino acid
clines. A single Pgm haplotype defined by two amino acid polymorphisms shows the strongest correlation
with latitude and the steepest change in allele frequency across the cline. We propose that clinal selection
at Pgm may in part explain the extensive amino acid polymorphism at this locus and is consistent with a
multilocus response to selection in the glycolytic pathway.

C

HARACTERIZING the explicit nature of amino
acid variation and not just its level is necessary to
understand the mechanisms behind protein evolution
and its role in adaptation. Statistical approaches utilizing intra- and interspecific comparisons at the DNA
level have revealed patterns of variation consistent with
balancing selection acting on amino acid polymorphism
(Kreitman and Hudson 1991; Takahata et al. 1992;
Wayne et al. 1996; Katz and Harrison 1997; Terauchi
et al. 1997). Likewise some genes, particularly those associated with mitochondrial variation, have shown an apparent excess of amino acid polymorphism (Ballard
and Kreitman 1994; Nachman et al. 1996; Rand and
Kann 1996; Hasegawa et al. 1998; Kennedy and Nachman 1998; Nielsen and Weinreich 1999). While consistent with diversifying selection, this pattern is also expected under a slightly deleterious model of molecular
evolution that permits amino acid mutations to be polymorphic, but limits their fixation (Ohta 1992, 1996).
A complementary approach that begins to focus more
specifically on the amino acid polymorphisms per se is
to compare the geographic variation of the locus under
potential selection with that of neutral markers. If the
different classes of polymorphisms exhibit different patterns of geographic variation, this is evidence for natural
selection (Berry and Kreitman 1993; McDonald 1994;
Pogson et al. 1995; McDonald et al. 1996; Salamon et al.
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1999; Schmidt and Rand 1999). The most compelling
evidence in favor of selection comes from studies of
glycolytic enzymes in natural populations of Drosophila
melanogaster (see review by Eanes 1999). Given that
there is evidence for substantial gene flow for this species (David and Capy 1988; Hale and Singh 1991;
Berry and Kreitman 1993; our unpublished data), the
observation of reciprocal clines on several continents is
generally accepted as adaptation to an environmental
gradient (Oakeshott et al. 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984; David
and Capy 1988). Identifying and characterizing latitudinal clines for enzymes in the glycolytic pathway can help
determine how natural populations adapt to environmental diversity and further elucidate the role specific
amino acid polymorphisms play in this adaptation in a
more functional and physiological context.
Verrelli and Eanes (2000) recently reported an apparent excess of amino acid polymorphisms for the glycolytic enzyme phosphoglucomutase (Pgm) in D. melanogaster. In addition to the polymorphisms responsible for
the three common allozyme alleles, their study discovered many electrophoretically cryptic, but common,
amino acid polymorphisms. Although this might have
been predicted from thermostability studies on the allozyme alleles (Trippa et al. 1976, 1978), it is unexpected
given the absence of amino acid divergence for this
gene when compared to D. simulans. For D. melanogaster
loci, significant McDonald-Kreitman tests always show
an excess of amino acid fixations (McDonald and
Kreitman 1991; Eanes et al. 1993; Moriyama and Powell 1996), whereas the excess variation at the Pgm locus
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could be associated with adaptive amino acid polymorphisms. Given these issues, an important contribution
would be to study geographic patterns associated with
this variation.
For D. melanogaster, geographic variation in allozyme
polymorphisms is common for glycolytic enzymes (see
Eanes 1999). However, early surveys of PGM allozyme
variation found no geographic variation (Oakeshott
et al. 1981). In retrospect, this is not surprising since our
results show PGM allozyme mobility classes are extensive
mixtures of amino acid polymorphisms (Verrelli and
Eanes 2000). The question now emerges if amino acid
variation is more explicitly resolved, whether the emerging Pgm alleles will exhibit clinal variation. The model
for this approach is that of Berry and Kreitman (1993)
where nucleotide variation associated with the Adh-F/S
polymorphism in D. melanogaster was investigated along
a latitudinal cline. Their study discovered an insertion/
deletion polymorphism in the 5⬘ adult intron of Adh
that is in linkage disequilibrium with Adh-F and shows
a stronger cline than the Adh-F/S polymorphism. Their
results suggest that epistatic selection on both the intron
in/del and the Adh-F/S polymorphisms is producing
the latitudinal cline at this locus.
In this study, we survey 10 populations of D. melanogaster along the Atlantic coast of the United States for the
12 Pgm amino acid polymorphisms reported by Verrelli and Eanes (2000). We intend to characterize any
potential cline at the nucleotide level to address two
issues. First, we are interested in determining whether
any of the allozyme alleles exhibit clinal variation now
that they are better resolved at the nucleotide level. If
so, patterns of PGM allozyme variation are consistent
with other D. melanogaster enzymes, a trend that argues
for a multilocus response to selection along an environmental gradient for enzyme variation in the glycolytic
pathway (Eanes 1999). Second, we were interested in
whether any of the cryptic amino acid polymorphisms
underlying the allozyme mobility alleles also show evidence for clinal variation. Diversifying selection, reflected in the form of geographic variation, could maintain intraspecific amino acid polymorphism at the Pgm
locus, while limiting amino acid divergence. Therefore,
the presence of clinal variation would support the results
of Verrelli and Eanes (2000), that amino acid polymorphism at the Pgm locus is selectively favored and
reflects adaptive protein evolution in another glycolytic
enzyme in D. melanogaster.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Origin of wild lines: In excess of 100 D. melanogaster isofemale lines were collected from each of 10 populations along
the Atlantic coast of the United States in 1997. Population
summaries are listed in Table 1. Flies were collected directly
from rotting fruit at apple, peach, watermelon, and orange
farms by sweep netting, and all isofemale lines were immediately established in the field.

Allozyme survey: Single flies from each isofemale line (ⵑ300
alleles per population) were assayed for their PGM allozyme
genotype. The 12% starch gel (S-5651; Sigma, St. Louis) electrophoresis conditions were as follows: electrode and gel
buffer: 41 mm Tris, 6 mm boric acid, pH 8.5. 14 ⫻ 8-inch gels
were run for 5 hr (with ice) at 4⬚ at 15 mA and 900 V. Staining
procedures were as follows: 100 mg glucose-1-phosphate, disodium salt (Sigma G-1259), 1.0 ml 10 mg/ml MgCl2, 18 mg
␤-NADP, ⵑ5 mg each of MTT and PMS, 70 units glucose-6phosphate dehydrogenase, and bring to total volume of 50 ml
with 0.1 m Tris-HCl, pH 7.5. A total of 50 ml of a 2% agar
solution was added for a 1% agar overlay. Gels were incubated
in the dark in 37⬚ ovens for 1–3 hr before visualization. This
protocol follows Hjorth (1970), with adjustments to the
buffer for a more precise separation of alleles. In addition to
the allozyme data from the 10 populations collected in 1997,
frequency data from a Mt. Sinai, New York, population (1995)
was added to this study. Table 1 lists the frequencies for the
three common PGM allozymes and the total number of alleles
screened for each of the 11 populations.
Single nucleotide polymorphism analysis: Fifty isofemale
lines from each of the 10 populations collected in 1997 were
made homozygous for the third chromosome after three generations using the TM3/TM6 balancer chromosome. All 500
extracted third chromosome lines were assayed for their PGM
allele by starch gel electrophoresis as above. The entire 2354-bp
Pgm gene was amplified from all 500 extracted third chromosome lines in 10-l volumes in an Idaho Technologies (Idaho
Falls, ID) Air-Thermo-Cycler by PCR from single-fly CTAB
genomic preps (Winnepenninckx et al. 1993). PCR products
were excised from 2% agarose gels and used as template for
50-l reamplifications using internal primers. DNA fragments
were purified from PCR products (Prep-A-Gene kit; Bio-Rad,
Richmond, CA) and double-stranded DNA templates were
manually sequenced using the Sequenase kit (United States
Biochemical, Cleveland) and [35S]dATP (Amersham, Arlington Heights, IL). A simple single nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) screen was performed as follows. Because the amino
acid polymorphism at nucleotide site 25 is a G → A mutation,
the single A nucleotide for each individual is sequenced for
the region spanning the SNP at nucleotide site 25. These
single nucleotide reactions were run side-by-side on standard
acrylamide gels with an electrolyte gradient and electrophoresed for 2–3 hr. On one gel as many as 96 individuals can
be screened for the presence (or absence) of this SNP and
any other polymorphisms that involve the A nucleotide and
occur along the region sequenced (sequencing reaction can
span 300–400 bp). One individual, for which all four bases
are sequenced for the region spanning the SNP being scored,
is run alongside the single base pair reactions for sequence
alignment. Using this approach, we first screened 50 alleles
from each of two northern populations (VT97 and MA97)
and two southern populations (MFL97 and HFL97) for the
12 amino acid polymorphisms previously reported by Verrelli and Eanes (2000).
Linkage disequilibrium analysis: The initial survey of variation at the Pgm locus by Verrelli and Eanes (2000) detected
significant linkage disequilibrium across the entire 2354-bp
gene in 22 allele copies. We were interested in associations
between SNPs within and among populations as a factor in
generating parallel latitudinal clines. The populations compared here may not be discrete breeding units but rather
simple “subpopulations” of a larger quasi-panmictic unit. We
are interested in whether associations between SNPs within
populations are similar to associations between SNPs among
populations. The Rozas and Rozas (1999) DnaSP program
was used to compute the correlations for all possible pairwise
comparisons between SNPs. Significant associations were iden-
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tified at the 5% level using chi-square tests with a Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. For each pairwise comparison, an estimate of linkage disequilibrium (R 2) was computed for each of the 10 subpopulations and then averaged
over all 10 populations. This is compared to the estimate based
on all 500 individuals pooled from the 10 subpopulations.
Analysis of the cline: We used two analyses to investigate
patterns of geographic variation. First, we used Nei’s GST
⬘
(1986) as a relative measure of genetic differentiation among
subpopulations. This was computed for the allozyme variation,
the SNPs, and the protein haplotypes and is generally an
unbiased estimator of G ST given sufficiently large and equal
samples of alleles across subpopulations (McDonald 1994).
Second, we used a linear regression analysis to measure the
association of allele frequency with population sample latitude.
Frequencies were arcsine transformed (Sokal and Rohlf 1995)
and regressed on population latitude to determine statistical
significance. If selection on Pgm variation is responding to
an environmental gradient covarying with latitude, then we
expect allele frequencies to show a latitudinal cline. We analyzed the SNP data on both a site-by-site and a haplotype-byhaplotype basis. A site-by-site analysis treats each nucleotide
polymorphism as a separate locus; however, because of the
association between sites, geographic variation at one nucleotide site can cause another site in close linkage to exhibit
apparent geographic variation. We were interested in testing
for “independent” clinal sites, where clinal variation for one
SNP cannot be explained by its association with another clinal
SNP in our sample.
Combining sites into haplotypes treats entire amino acid
sequences as alleles. Haplotypes with stronger latitudinal
clines than their composite single site polymorphisms implies
the presence of epistatic selection or recent selection on an
unscreened linked site. We were interested in determining
whether protein haplotypes exhibit geographic variation and
if they can better explain any geographic pattern found for
individual SNPs. We analyzed the haplotype data with a linear
regression analysis and a Monte Carlo sampling as described
below.
Monte Carlo sampling: After performing the linear regression
of transformed allele frequency on population latitude for
each SNP, we used a Monte Carlo sampling to assess the
probability that significant geographic variation at one site
can be explained by linkage disequilibrium with another site
in our sample. The basic design of this analysis is adopted
from Berry and Kreitman (1993).
For an example, consider polymorphic nucleotide sites X
and Y. We can hold the frequency of the A allele at site X in
each population constant and recalculate the frequency of
the B allele at site Y for each population based on its association
with the A allele at site X in the pooled data set of 500 alleles.
For example, the B allele at site Y is found 10% of the time
when the A allele at site X is present and is found 20% of the
time when the A allele at site X is absent, for an overall
frequency of 30% in the pooled data set. If the A allele at site
X is present in 30 individuals out of 50 in the k1 population,
then the expected frequency of the B allele at site Y in the k1
population is (0.1 ⫻ 30) ⫹ (0.2 ⫻ 20) ⫽ 7/50. To determine
whether sampling 50 alleles from each population provides
sufficient power to detect a significant latitudinal cline, we
performed a binomial sampling of 50 alleles around this expected frequency of 7/50 and obtained 1000 simulated data
sets each of n ⫽ 50. This resulted in 1000 simulated frequencies
for the B allele at site Y in the k1 population based on the
observed frequency of the A allele at site X in the k1 population.
This was continued for populations k2 through k10. These 1000
simulated frequencies for each of the 10 populations resulted
in 1000 r 2 values of the linear regression of the frequency of the
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B allele at site Y on latitude based on the observed frequency of
the A allele at site X in each of the 10 populations. An observed
r 2 value for the regression of allele frequency on latitude was
calculated for each SNP. If the observed r 2 value for the B
allele at site Y falls within the 95% confidence interval of the
1000 simulated r 2 values, the observed geographic variation
for the B allele at site Y can be explained simply by linkage
with the A allele at site X, which exhibits significant geographic
variation. This sampling was used to test the significance of
clinal variation for all SNPs scored.
We used the same approach to investigate the distribution
of amino acid haplotypes along the latitudinal cline. Rare
haplotypes of overall low frequency (⬍2%) were excluded
from the analysis, which did not result in the loss of any of the
SNPs scored. We performed linear regressions of transformed
haplotype frequencies on population latitude and the observed r 2 values were tested for significant association by a
Monte Carlo sampling as described below. The mean frequency of each haplotype (pall) was calculated from pooling
the entire 500 alleles. The frequency of the haplotype in each
population (pk) was then simulated with binomial sampling
(samples of n ⫽ 50) around the expected value (pall) to obtain
1000 new frequencies for the haplotype for each population.
Similar to the SNP analysis, 1000 r 2 values for the regression
of the simulated frequencies on population latitude were obtained for each protein haplotype and the observed r 2 value
was compared with the 95% confidence interval from the 1000
simulated r 2 values. This approach tests whether the observed
haplotype clines can be explained by the variance associated
with our sample size of 50 alleles from each subpopulation.
The observed r 2 values are compared with the 95% confidence
interval to determine statistical significance.

RESULTS

Allozyme survey: Table 1 reports the results of the
PGM allozyme survey of the latitudinal cline. The previous allozyme survey by Oakeshott et al. (1981) had
focused on the widespread Medium allozyme and combined the Fast and Slow allozyme mobility classes because
of their overall low respective frequencies. Our survey
revealed several Fast and Slow allozyme mobility alleles
across the latitudinal cline, and Figure 1 shows the relationship between the Medium, Fast, and Slow allozyme
frequencies and latitude. Our multiple-allele estimate
of G ST for PGM allozyme variation is consistent with very
little geographic variation (G⬘ST ⫽ 0.010). However,
while there is no geographic variation for the common
Medium allele, the less frequent Fast and Slow alleles
each show significant clines with latitude. Several Slow
and Fast mobility alleles were found in our sample. However, a single Fast allozyme mobility allele dominates
this class and exhibits a significant latitudinal cline, decreasing in frequency with increasing latitude (r 2 ⫽
0.463; P ⬍ 0.05). A single Slow allozyme mobility allele
dominates this class as well and exhibits a significant
latitudinal cline, increasing in frequency with increasing
latitude (r 2 ⫽ 0.598; P ⬍ 0.01). Figure 1 shows that
the Medium allozyme mobility class maintains a uniform
frequency across all populations, with the Fast and Slow
allozymes reciprocating each other with the change in
latitude. Although the analysis of allozyme mobility
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TABLE 1
PGM allozyme frequencies for 11 D. melanogaster populations
Samples
Population
Whiting, VT
Concord, MA
Middlefield, CT
Mt. Sinai, NY
Churchville, MD
Richmond, VA
Smithfield, NC
Eutawville, SC
Jacksonville, FL
Merritt Island, FL
Homestead, FL

Allozyme frequencies

Abbreviation

Latitude (⬚N)

Medium

Fast

Slow

n

VT97
MA97
CT97
DPF95
MD97
VA97
NC97
SC97
JFL97
MFL97
HFL97

43.6
42.0
41.2
40.8
39.3
37.3
35.3
33.2
30.2
28.3
25.2

0.880
0.850
0.810
0.860
0.860
0.830
0.820
0.850
0.820
0.810
0.840

0.013
0.068
0.132
0.050
0.072
0.109
0.126
0.086
0.114
0.148
0.130

0.095
0.069
0.028
0.070
0.065
0.053
0.048
0.047
0.045
0.018
0.020

316
392
362
300
336
266
210
338
202
332
320

Frequencies do not add up to 1.00 due to rare electrophoretic alleles (see text). n refers to the number of
alleles sampled per population.

classes shows apparent clinal variation, the SNP survey
will further resolve the allozyme alleles by their specific
amino acid mutations.
SNP survey: Table 2 lists the 12 amino acid replacements that were discovered in the initial characterization of nucleotide variation at the Pgm locus by Verrelli
and Eanes (2000). That study showed that three independent substitutions result in Slow allozyme alleles. A
single change (R240L, indicates Arg to Leu at amino
acid residue 240) generates a Fast allozyme allele and
this change also has a closely linked amino acid polymorphism at nucleotide site 1340 (E245D). The remaining
7 amino acid polymorphisms do not create electrophoretic alleles, but segregate within the Medium allozyme.
We were especially interested in these amino acid polymorphisms because of the uniform frequency of the
Medium allele across the cline. Given the high level of
amino acid polymorphism found in just 22 Pgm sequences in our initial study (Verrelli and Eanes 2000),
there are undoubtedly other rare amino acid polymorphisms segregating in our sample of 500 alleles. However, we were interested in whether these 12 specific
amino acid polymorphisms exhibited geographic variation (Verrelli and Eanes 2000). Three amino acid
polymorphisms at nucleotide sites 1194, 1308, and 1617
(E197K, E235K, and A338S, respectively) were each
found at frequencies ⬍2% in the initial survey of the
two northern populations (VT97 and MA97) and the
two southern populations (MFL97 and HFL97) and
were subsequently not scored in the remaining six populations. These 3 polymorphisms were found as singletons by Verrelli and Eanes (2000) and represent rare
polymorphisms based on their frequencies in this study.
Figure 2 summarizes the frequencies of 15 SNPs that
were scored from each of 50 Pgm alleles sampled from
each of the 10 populations. In addition to the nine
amino acid replacements, other polymorphisms were

Figure 1.—Plot of the relationship of nontransformed allozyme allele frequencies with latitude. All regressions (r2) and
slopes (m) are computed from transformed data: Medium allele
r2 ⫽ 0.249, m ⫽ 0.005; Fast allele r2 ⫽ 0.463, m ⫽ ⫺0.016; Slow
allele r2 ⫽ 0.598, m ⫽ 0.013.
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Figure 2.—Frequencies of the 15 SNPs across the 10 populations. Nucleotide positions in boldface are amino acid polymorphisms and in italics are intron polymorphisms; all others are silent polymorphisms. The SNP row displays the derived state of
the nucleotide polymorphism. r2 refers to the regression of the transformed allele frequencies for each SNP on latitude (*P ⬍
0.05; **P ⬍ 0.01; ***P ⬍ 0.001). m refers to the slope of each linear regression.

inadvertently scored because they resulted in the same
base change as a polymorphism that was already being
scored in that region. For example, nucleotide site 200
has a T → C mutation that was scored because this
region was sequenced for the C → T mutation at nucleotide site 226. This resulted in data for five silent SNPs
TABLE 2
List of 12 amino acid variants from 22
D. melanogaster Pgm alleles
Nucleotide
position
25
226
1194
1308
1324
1340
1617
1626
1642
1998
2055
2259

Amino acid
residue

Polymorphism

Electrophoretic
change

9
52
197
235
240
245
338
341
346
465
484
530

Ala/Thr
Val/Ala
Glu/Lys
Glu/Lys
Arg/Leu
Glu/Asp
Ala/Ser
Val/Met
Arg/Lys
Thr/Ser
Val/Leu
Ala/Thr

Slowa
—
Slow
Slow
Fast
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Polymorphism refers to the ancestral to derived amino acid
change.
a
Refers to a Slow allozyme allele that is not the result of a
charge change.

and one additional amino acid SNP at nucleotide site
178 (T36M). Although other amino acid SNPs were
discovered at nucleotide sites 49 (K17Q, Fast allozyme),
155 (K28N, Fast allozyme), and 1656 (E351K, Slow allozyme), none were higher than 1% in frequency in the
entire sample.
All 500 lines used for the SNP survey were also surveyed for their PGM allozyme allele. This allowed us to
determine how often Fast and Slow alleles were generated by novel amino acid changes. The polymorphism
at nucleotide site 25 (A9T) is responsible for over 90%
of all Pgm alleles that exhibit a Slow allozyme phenotype,
and it exhibits significant clinal variation (observed r 2 ⫽
0.752; P ⬍ 0.001). The remaining Slow alleles are due
to Glu to Lys substitutions that all converge on a Slow
mobility (E197K, E235K, and E351K). The polymorphism at site 1324 (R240L) exhibits significant clinal
variation (observed r 2 ⫽ 0.485; P ⬍ 0.05) and is responsible for over 96% of all Fast allozyme alleles in our
sample (rare substitutions K17Q and K28N account for
the other Fast alleles). The E245D polymorphism was
found exclusively with the R240L polymorphism, which
is consistent with the Fast allele sequence reported by
Verrelli and Eanes (2000). As is the case with the Slow
allozyme mobility class, rare Fast alleles will potentially
obscure the true pattern of clinal variation exhibited
by the single Fast allozyme allele (R240L).
On a site-by-site basis, intron site 2178 exhibits the
greatest level of geographic variation (G⬘ST ⫽ 0.109), the
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strongest association with latitude (observed r 2 ⫽ 0.774;
P ⬍ 0.001), and the steepest cline for any SNP in our
sample (slope ⫽ 0.047). Other nucleotide sites (silent,
replacement, and intron) also exhibit strong associations with latitude. For example, the substitutions at
nucleotide sites 226 (V52A) and 2055 (V484L) are the
most common among all replacement polymorphisms
and demonstrate changes of 20 and 40%, respectively,
across the latitudinal cline. Although most Pgm SNPs
show latitudinal clines, the likely explanation for this
observation is the linkage disequilibrium between sites
across the Pgm gene.
Linkage disequilibrium analysis: To better understand the clines at many SNPs, we are interested in
describing the general pattern of association among all
sites across all 10 population samples. To describe this
general correlation structure or pattern of associations
among sites, standardized estimates of linkage disequilibrium (R 2) were generated from the full collection of
individual alleles pooled among all populations. Correlations were similar in magnitude and direction across
samples. Whether computed from pooling all individuals or from averaged R 2 values across population samples, both estimates were similar in magnitude and sign.
This indicated that the covariance within samples constituted most of the overall covariance between SNP alleles
in the pooled collection (data not shown). Figure 3a
displays the relationship between the strength of linkage
disequilibrium and the distance between the 15 SNPs
across the Pgm gene. In all, 93 out of a possible 105
pairwise comparisons are significant at the 5% level
with a chi-square test, with a total of 76 comparisons
significant with a Bonferroni correction (P ⬍ 0.0005).
Figure 3b displays a table of the correlations between
all SNPs. This diagram also shows that 19 out of a possible 45 pairwise comparisons between only amino acid
polymorphisms are significant by a chi-square test with a
Bonferroni correction (P ⬍ 0.0005). This demonstrates
that although many silent sites are highly correlated
with amino acid polymorphisms, many amino acid polymorphisms also exhibit associations with each other.
As was seen in the initial Pgm study by Verrelli and
Eanes (2000), Figure 3a shows variable sites as far as
2 kb apart are highly correlated. Figure 3, a and b,
indicates that many of these sites are not independent
of each other in the regression analyses for each variable
site on latitude. Therefore, we investigated the overall
pattern of clinal variation at this locus by both site-bysite and haplotype-by-haplotype models.
Site-by-site analyses: We used the approach by Berry
and Kreitman (1993) to investigate the extent to which
the observed clinal variation at single sites can be explained by the linkage disequilibrium between sites. Figure 4 shows a few examples from the Monte Carlo sampling performed with each SNP. Replacement site 1998
can explain the observed geographic pattern at only a
few variable SNPs. This is expected for a polymorphism

that does not exhibit clinal variation and therefore cannot explain the clinal variation for other polymorphisms. In contrast, replacement site 2055 (V484L),
which exhibits one of the strongest associations with
latitude, can explain the observed clinal variation at all
other variable sites, except replacement site 25 (A9T)
and intron site 2178. Finally, if we choose intron site
2178 for the same comparison, this SNP can explain
the clinal variation at all other SNPs except replacement
site 25 (A9T). This stepwise approach was performed
to determine if there is a single variable site (or sites)
that can explain most of the geographic variation. The
A9T polymorphism demonstrates a strong association
with latitude that is not explained by covariation with
any other SNP; however, alone it cannot explain the
clinal variation at other SNPs. Figure 5 shows that although intron site 2178 exhibits the strongest correlation with latitude, geographic variation at this site can
be effectively explained by other SNPs as well. Because
of the strong association between many of the SNPs, it
is unclear from this analysis alone whether there is a
single identifiable source of the Pgm clines.
Haplotype-by-haplotype analyses: Although the siteby-site analysis fails to identify the cause of the strong
clinal variation for Pgm, a second approach incorporates
the strong linkage disequilibrium between sites in an
analysis of haplotype structure. This analysis collapses
the structure associated with the SNPs and, as expected
from the degree of linkage disequilibrium, there are
relatively few haplotypes. The 15 SNPs in this study were
preferentially scored to look specifically for clinal variation and were not surveyed with respect to a random
sampling (i.e., several sites that were relatively rare were
omitted earlier in the analysis). Therefore, it is invalid
to subject our data to a typical test of the haplotype
frequency distribution (Berry and Kreitman 1993;
Kirby and Stephan 1995; Andolfatto et al. 1999).
From the 15 SNP sites we find 30 haplotypes, of which
18 are individually ⬍2% in frequency in our sample.
The fact that 12 haplotypes account for 90% of the total
number of haplotypes reflects the strong association
between all SNPs. The site-by-site analysis confirmed
that many SNPs are effectively linked and even a few of
these polymorphisms can effectively explain the overall
pattern and structure of variation for Pgm. If we examine
only amino acid SNPs, there are a total of 16 protein
haplotypes, of which 6 are individually ⬍2% in frequency. As seen in Figure 3b, silent SNPs are highly
correlated with replacement SNPs, which is demonstrated by the total number of haplotypes only decreasing from 12 to 10 when silent sites are omitted. Because
it is apparent that many of the silent SNPs may simply
be hitchhiking with other high frequency clinal replacement polymorphisms, we were initially interested in the
replacement SNPs for the haplotype analysis of the Pgm
cline.
All protein haplotypes are listed in Figure 6. Only
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Figure 3.—(a) Plot of the
relationship of the measure of
linkage disequilibrium R 2 with
the distance between SNPs
across the Pgm gene. Solid circles refer to the 76 of 105 possible pairwise comparisons significant by a chi-square test
with a Bonferroni correction
(P ⬍ 0.0005), and open circles
refer to all remaining pairwise
comparisons. (b) Correlation
matrix for pairwise comparisons between all SNPs expressed as R 2. Asterisks designate replacement SNPs, values
in boldface are the 76 significant pairwise comparisons in
3a, and boldface italics refer to
significant pairwise comparisons where derived alleles are
positively associated.

those haplotypes that have frequencies in excess of 2%
over the entire cline (except for haplotype 11, which is
discussed below) were analyzed for geographic variation. While our G ST analysis shows very little evidence
for geographic differentiation (overall G⬘ST ⫽ 0.038),
five haplotypes show significant clinal variation by regression of their transformed frequencies on latitude
(P ⬍ 0.05). Haplotype 5 is the Fast allozyme defined by
the SNP at replacement site 1324 (R240L), and it shows
strong clinal variation. As mentioned above, this haplotype also contains the replacement site 1340 (E245D),
which is in complete linkage disequilibrium with R240L.
Replacement site 25 (A9T), which exhibits strong clinal
variation in the site-by-site analysis and is the dominant
Slow allozyme, is found on haplotype 8 all but once in
the entire data set and shows the steepest change across
the cline for any single haplotype in Figure 6. Haplotype
1 is the most common protein haplotype and shows
strong clinal variation. However, other haplotypes with
the same allele at replacement site 226 do not show the
same geographic pattern and, in fact, show clines in the
opposite direction. This implies that there may be some
underlying cause independent of polymorphic site 226

that generates the observed clinal variation. While other
replacement SNPs are found almost exclusively on single haplotypes, the replacement SNPs 226 and 2055
alone constitute four of the haplotypes in Figure 6.
Therefore, because even many replacement SNPs are
strongly linked to these two common replacement SNPs,
we conducted a haplotype “equivalence” test to determine if haplotypes defined by these two replacement
polymorphisms can explain the significant haplotype
clines found in Figure 6 (Berry and Kreitman 1993).
To determine if there is significant clinal variation
within the 226T/C or the 2055G/T haplotype classes,
all haplotypes in Figure 6 were analyzed as a function
of (1) the frequency of the 226T/C site in each population and (2) the frequency of the 2055G/T site in each
population. We then used a Monte Carlo sampling (as
described above) to determine if significant haplotype
clines could be explained simply by their nesting within
the 226/2055 haplotypes. For example, haplotype 5
(Fast allele) is a 226C haplotype that is found six times
in the HFL97 population, where the total number of
all 226C haplotypes is 33. Therefore, the frequency for
haplotype 5 is 18% in HFL97 as a function of the 226C
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Figure 5.—Summary of the Monte Carlo sampling for the
site-by-site analysis. Only those SNPs are shown that exhibited
a significant regression with latitude (see Figure 2). Shaded
boxes refer to significant clinal variation at SNP site B that
cannot be explained by geographic variation at SNP site A as
tested by the Monte Carlo sampling.
Figure 4.—Example plots of the Monte Carlo sampling
results for three SNPs. The x-axis refers to the SNP numbers
in Figure 2. Squares refer to the observed r 2 values for the
regression of SNP transformed allele frequencies on latitude.
Circles refer to the predicted r 2 values for each SNP based on
the linkage disequilibrium with the SNP appearing at the top
of each plot box (see text). Bars around the predicted r 2 values
refer to 95% confidence intervals.

haplotype that it is nested within. This is done for all
10 populations, an r 2 value for the regression of the
transformed frequencies on latitude is computed, and
the Monte Carlo sampling tests the strength of each of
the correlations with latitude. This examines whether
the cline for haplotype 5 is a result of clinal variation
in the 226C haplotype class (which it is nested within)
or if the cline in haplotype 5 exists once the 226C haplotype cline is effectively removed. This test of haplotype
equivalence finds significant clinal variation within the
226C haplotype class (haplotypes 1, 5, and 8) and within
the 2055G haplotype class (haplotypes 3 and 8), but not
within the 226T or 2055T haplotype classes.
Although this test finds that haplotypes 1, 3, and 5
have significant regressions with latitude, a Monte Carlo
sampling indicates these correlations can be effectively
explained by the geographic variation of 226C/T and
2055G/T haplotypes. Of interest is haplotype 8, which
shows significant clinal variation within both the 226C
and 2055G haplotype classes (observed r 2 ⬎ 0.830 for
both classes; P ⬍ 0.01 from Monte Carlo sampling).
Therefore, haplotype 8, as the dominant Slow allele
(A9T), shows the same trend as the 226C/2055G haplo-

type class; both increase in frequency with increasing
latitude. This implies there may be something interesting about all 226C/2055G haplotypes, and not just haplotype 8. When haplotype 8 is removed from the analysis,
the remaining sample of 226C/2055G haplotypes still
exhibits significant clinal variation (n ⫽ 243, observed
r 2 ⫽ 0.707; P ⬍ 0.01 from Monte Carlo sampling).
Therefore, while haplotype 8 exhibits clinal variation,
it cannot explain the clinal variation for the 226C/
2055G protein haplotype class that it is nested within.
DISCUSSION

In contrast to the earlier study by Oakeshott et al.
(1981), we find extensive geographic variation of protein polymorphisms at the Pgm locus in D. melanogaster.
Not only do allozyme alleles show latitudinal clines, but
so do many of the amino acid polymorphisms screened
as SNPs. Our examination of 15 Pgm SNPs from both
a site-by-site and a haplotype-by-haplotype model finds
substantial linkage disequilibrium, which can explain
many of the covarying amino acid clines. Given this, we
were interested in whether a single protein haplotype
can explain both the overall pattern of clinal variation
and the extensive amino acid variation at this locus.
Allozymes vs. SNPs: At the allozyme level, PGM is
one of the most polymorphic enzymes surveyed in D.
melanogaster population studies (Trippa et al. 1977;
Singh and Rhomberg 1987). While electrophoretic
variation is often accompanied by geographic variation
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Figure 6.—m refers to the slope and r2 refers to the regression of the transformed haplotype frequencies on latitude (*P ⬍
0.05; **P ⬍ 0.01; ***P ⬍ 0.001). Superscripts s and f refer to nucleotide positions responsible for the common Slow and Fast
allozyme alleles, respectively.

for glycolytic enzymes in this species (see review by
Eanes 1999), PGM appeared to be an exception (Oakeshott et al. 1981). The lack of clinal variation was not
surprising given that cryptic amino acid variation was
inferred from thermostability studies (Trippa et al. 1976,
1978) and confirmed in the DNA sequence-based study
(Verrelli and Eanes 2000). The Oakeshott et al.
(1981) study of PGM allozyme variation had combined
all Fast allozyme alleles together and all Slow allozyme
alleles together, where this study examined all electrophoretic groups separately for latitudinal clines. Although we find the Slow allozyme class exhibits clinal
variation, our survey of nucleotide variation reveals that
a single phenotypically Slow allele (caused by A9T) dominates in frequency and exhibits a stronger cline. Because the Slow allozyme class is composed of several
different amino acid polymorphisms and exhibits clinal
variation, it is possible that mutations that confer an
increase in positive charge are favored. Because the A9T
polymorphism is the most common of the Slow allozyme
alleles, the correlation with latitude actually drops when
all Slow allozyme alleles are examined. Thus, the significant cline for the entire Slow allozyme class can be explained by the strong A9T cline. In addition, the A9T
polymorphism does not confer a charge change by traditional criteria (see Table 2). It is possible that this polymorphism is associated with a conformational change
in the protein that reveals a buried charged residue.
Not only does A9T have the strongest correlation with
latitude for any amino acid polymorphism, but also the
randomizations show it cannot be explained by geographic variation at any other SNP surveyed here (Fig-

ure 5). Conversely, the A9T change also cannot explain
the significant clinal variation for many other sites.
While the Fast allozyme class is clinal, the dominant
Fast allozyme allele (R240L, as revealed by the SNP
survey) does not show a stronger cline. This may be
explained by less allozyme allele heterogeneity within
the Fast allozyme class than within the Slow allozyme
class. While there is a weak latitudinal cline for the Fast
allozyme class and for R240L, several other silent and
replacement polymorphisms show stronger correlations
with latitude. Unlike the A9T polymorphism, covariance
with many other variable sites can potentially explain
the R240L cline.
Single sites vs. haplotypes: Based on a full sequence
study of 22 alleles, Verrelli and Eanes (2000) reported
pervasive linkage disequilibrium across the entire 2354-bp
gene. With a much larger sample of 500 alleles, this
SNP study shows the same strong association between
sites. In all, 12 of the 15 SNPs show clinal variation with
especially strong clines at amino acid polymorphisms
A9T (nucleotide site 25) and V484L (nucleotide site
2055). The Monte Carlo sampling demonstrates that,
as a result of the linkage between many sites, clines in
many of the SNPs can be effectively explained by other
SNPs that exhibit stronger clines. Therefore, because
of the strong linkage disequilibrium, the site-by-site analysis does not unambiguously reveal the source of the
clinal variation at this locus.
While several of the haplotypes in Figure 6 show significant clinal variation, the Monte Carlo sampling indicates that some of these clines can be explained by their
nesting within major haplotypes. The major outcome
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Figure 7.—Diagram of the haplotype network for the 16
Pgm protein haplotypes listed in Figure 6. Network is constructed from only amino acid polymorphisms. Haplotypes
connected by a single line differ by one amino acid polymorphism. Haplotypes connected by a line with two hash marks
differ by two amino acid polymorphisms.

is that the four haplotypes defined by the replacement
polymorphisms at nucleotide sites 226 (V52A) and 2055
(V484L) can explain most of the Pgm haplotype clines.
Furthermore, the combination of these two SNPs shows
a common haplotype (226C/2055G) that explains the
clines for each of these two SNPs independently. While
the Slow allozyme allele (A9T-bearing haplotype 8), lies
within this major 226C/2055G haplotype, the strong
cline for A9T cannot explain the 226C/2055G haplotype cline, and vice versa. As is the case for many of
the silent sites, many of the less common replacement
polymorphisms appear to be hitchhiking along with the
clinal 226C/2055G protein haplotype.
As previously mentioned, we cannot examine the Pgm
haplotype frequency distribution with a typical statistical
test because our SNPs were not randomly sampled. However, we were interested in describing the relatedness
and the haplotype diversity among individuals in our
sample with respect to amino acid polymorphisms. A
haplotype network (Figure 7) was constructed from the
differences between all amino acid haplotypes listed in
Figure 6. Although a phylogenetic framework is useful
for probing the structure of variation, the relatedness
among alleles is obscured by recombination. This network can be used to identify some of the recombination
events and clustering of haplotypes in our sample of
500 alleles. Most of the haplotypes are closely related
and the diversity is likely the result of a stepwise mutational process that alters the common 226/2055 haplotypes (haplotypes 1, 3, 4, and 7). Haplotype 5 (Fast
allele) is the most derived allele compared to the ances-

tral haplotype 3 (226T/2055G), owing to four amino
acid point mutations. The extremely rare haplotype 13
is the most distantly related to the network, and it differs
by as many as five amino acid mutations from some
haplotypes. Because the true relationship of this haplotype to other haplotypes has been obscured by recombination, it is simply connected to the most closely related
haplotype in the network.
We were interested in determining the effect of recombination relative to the mutational process in producing new protein haplotypes. Haplotypes that are connected in an enclosed box in Figure 7 (i.e., haplotypes
1, 3, 4, and 7 or 1, 8, 16, and 4) represent a probable
recombination event between these haplotypes. Our estimate of the recombination parameter C ⫽ 4Nc from
Hudson (1987) for the 15 SNPs in this sample of 500
alleles (C ⫽ 12.0) is consistent with that obtained from
42 sites in the full Pgm sequence analysis (C ⫽ 11.2;
Verrelli and Eanes 2000). Because many polymorphic
sites are highly correlated, it is obvious that only a few
SNPs are needed to explain the haplotype structure at
this locus. Using the criteria from Hudson and Kaplan
(1985), at least three recombination events are apparent
from our sample. However, while recombination has
apparently generated protein diversity, Figure 6 shows
that ⬎97% of the Pgm alleles result in a total of 10
protein haplotypes from 10 replacement polymorphisms.
This suggests that Pgm haplotype variation is predominantly explained by reoccurring mutational input.
Most haplotypes are one or two steps from haplotypes
1 and 4 (226C/2055G and 226C/2055T, respectively).
Of these two, haplotype 4 is the more derived haplotype
compared to the ancestral haplotype 3. Although haplotypes 1 and 4 seem to exhibit similar levels of protein
diversity, they show different patterns of variation. Figure 3b shows strong correlations between several derived replacement polymorphisms, which are largely associated with haplotype 4. This pattern of variation may
suggest that this haplotype is not relatively new and was
historically higher in frequency. Because there is ample
evidence for recombination in our sample, it is possible
that the strong association among derived replacement
alleles is the result of epistatic selection for protein haplotypes. The excess of rare alleles associated with haplotype
1 (Verrelli and Eanes 2000) suggests this haplotype
had been historically lower in frequency. If this 226C/
2055G haplotype was historically lower in frequency and
has recently become very common, this would have provided less opportunity for recombination with the
226C/2055T haplotype and could explain the strong
correlation between derived alleles associated with the
226C/2055T haplotype.
What causes the Pgm cline? D. melanogaster likely colonized North America in the last 200–300 years from
African and European populations (David and Capy
1988). It is possible that two geographic regions that
differed in their respective Pgm haplotypes may have
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initially colonized the extreme points of the latitudinal
cline. Therefore, the Pgm cline might be the result of
migration of individuals outward from their initial
points of colonization, with limited gene flow. However,
several observations are inconsistent with the hypothesis
that historical population structure generates the Pgm
cline. If D. melanogaster populations are, or were at some
time, subdivided along the Atlantic coast of North America, we might expect the same clinal pattern at all loci
for effectively neutral variation. However, while many
loci show allozyme clines (see Eanes 1999 for review),
several studies show no evidence of population structure
for effectively neutral markers (Hale and Singh 1991;
Berry and Kreitman 1993; our unpublished data).
These conflicting patterns imply that the allozyme clines
are maintained by natural selection in the face of gene
flow. In addition, we find several SNPs at the Pgm locus
that show no clinal variation. The effective number of
migrants per subpopulation, or Nm, can be estimated
from the population parameter F⬘ST (Hudson et al. 1992),
which is equal to the estimator G⬘ST under a two-allele
model (Nei 1986). Although many sites exhibit clinal
variation, our locus-specific estimate of 7.43 is comparable with other loci in D. melanogaster (Hale and Singh
1991; Berry and Kreitman 1993; our unpublished
data).
The cosmopolitan inversion In(3L)P is clinal in North
America, increasing in frequency with decreasing latitude (Mettler et al. 1977; Knibb et al. 1981). Although
the Pgm locus (chromosome 3L; 72D7) is ⵑ180 kb inside
the proximal breakpoint (at 73E3), Verrelli and Eanes
(2000) found shared variation between arrangements
that indicates events of gene conversion. We found significant clinal variation for the 15 copies of the inversion
recovered from a screen of our 500 lines (r 2 ⫽ 0.710;
P ⬍ 0.001). Consistent with our previous results, we
found a heterogeneous sampling of Pgm haplotypes associated with these 15 inverted copies, although one
replacement polymorphism in our sample, site 1642
(G346K), is completely associated with the inversion
and represents haplotype 11 in Figure 6. Interestingly,
the Verrelli and Eanes (2000) full Pgm sequence study
had sampled the site 1642 polymorphism eight times,
three of which are associated with standard arrangements, and two of these three are from Zimbabwe. Because the inversion In(3L)P is not typically found in East
Africa (Eanes et al. 1992), the different association of
site 1642 with the inversion in the two populations suggests this polymorphism originated on a standard allele
and has recently exchanged onto an inverted copy. Because the 1642 site polymorphism is found almost exclusively with the inversion, it is also likely that this polymorphism was captured by the original inversion event, and
variation found on all other inverted copies represents
rare events of gene conversion or recombination. Nonetheless, with the exception of the site 1642 polymor-
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phism, this inversion cannot explain the amino acid
polymorphism clines at the Pgm locus.
The best explanation for the pattern of clinal variation at the Pgm locus is one that includes selection. The
most compelling evidence comes from the analysis of
the 226C/2055G protein haplotype. While there are
observed individual clines at both replacement sites 226
and 2055, the combination of these two sites into a
protein haplotype shows a very strong correlation with
latitude (r2 ⫽ 0.776) and the steepest cline for any single
site or haplotype in our sample (slope ⫽ 0.052). Although many SNPs are strongly correlated, Figure 3b
shows that there is very little association between sites
226 and 2055, suggesting that linkage disequilibrium
alone cannot explain the strong cline for this protein
haplotype. If the 226C/2055G haplotype cline was the
result of one of these nucleotide sites, then either the
226C allele or the 2055G allele should exhibit comparable or stronger clines than the combined pair, but this
is not the case. Figure 8 shows the geographic variation
for the four major haplotypes defined by the 226 and
2055 replacement polymorphisms. Although the 226T
and 2055T alleles both decrease in frequency with increasing latitude, there is nothing noteworthy about the
226T/2055T haplotype; it is found only 38 times in the
entire data set and exhibits no clinal variation. The
remaining two of the four haplotype classes, 226T/
2055G and 226C/2055T, could explain the clinal variation of the 226T and 2055T alleles.
Verrelli and Eanes (2000) observed that although
the 226C/2055G protein haplotype is relatively high
in frequency, it possesses a significant excess of low
frequency silent site polymorphisms. This is possible
evidence for a recent increase in this haplotype by directional selection (Hudson et al. 1994; Braverman et al.
1995). This haplotype is also the most frequent protein
haplotype in our sample, ranging from 84% in the north
to 28% in the south. The 226C allele dominates our
Zimbabwe sample (12 of 13 lines), suggesting that this
derived allele was historically high in frequency (Verrelli and Eanes 2000). In this same sample, the 2055T
allele is also high in frequency (10 of 13 lines), altogether accounting for nine 226C/2055T haplotypes out
of 13 lines, with only three 226C/2055G haplotypes.
Given that the colonization of North America is relatively recent, this implies a rapid increase of this haplotype along the latitudinal cline and may explain both
the high linkage disequilibrium in the overall sample
and the significant excess of low frequency variants associated with the 226C/2055G haplotype. It is unclear
whether selection is acting on the 226C/2055G protein
haplotype or a site in strong linkage with this haplotype.
Whatever the cause, it is likely that this protein haplotype has increased in frequency very recently.
We assume that the silent and intron sites in our
sample are effectively neutral and are simply hitchhiking
along with the amino acid variation. Figure 3b shows
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Figure 8.—Plot of the relationship of nontransformed Pgm
haplotype frequency with latitude for the four major 226/2055
protein haplotypes. All regressions (r2) and slopes (m) are computed from transformed data:
CG r2 ⫽ 0.776, m ⫽ 0.052; CT
r2 ⫽ 0.687, m ⫽ ⫺0.041; TG
r2 ⫽ 0.631, m ⫽ ⫺0.026; TT r2 ⫽
0.018, m ⫽ 0.004.

that there is strong linkage disequilibrium between nucleotide sites 226 and 2178 and between nucleotide sites
2055 and 2178. Although the 2178T allele segregates
evenly with all four 226/2055 protein haplotypes, the
derived 2178C allele is strongly associated with the
226C/2055G haplotype (239 of 248 times that the 2178C
allele is found). Because of this strong linkage disequilibrium, inclusion of the 2178C allele in the analysis of
the 226C/2055G haplotype cline has no added effect
(CG r2 ⫽ 0.773 with 2178C, CG r2 ⫽ 0.776, without
2178C). It is possible this intron SNP may possess an
adaptive regulatory role like that suggested for the clinal
intron polymorphism at Adh (Berry and Kreitman
1993), and this may explain the strong cline 2178C
exhibits with the 226C/2055G haplotype. Our sample
of 13 Zimbabwe Pgm alleles finds the 2178C allele as a
singleton, and segregates with one of the three 226C/
2055G haplotypes (Verrelli and Eanes 2000). This
also suggests that this polymorphism was initially rare
and has recently increased in frequency with the 226C/
2055G haplotype in temperate North America. As of
yet, we have no evidence that suggests the intron SNP
2178 is selectively favored and generates the Pgm cline;
however, a functional analysis shows that the 226C/
2055G protein haplotype confers significantly greater
enzyme activity and glycogen content compared to all
other Pgm protein haplotypes (our unpublished data).
Given the strong association between all SNPs, the fact
that sites 226 and 2055 are weakly associated, yet show
the strongest cline when combined, makes a strong case
for clinal selection acting on these two sites in unison.
Linkage disequilibrium is expected to decrease with
increasing distance between variable sites, but our analy-

sis shows strong disequilibrium between variable sites
more than 2 kb apart. It is possible that a polymorphic
site not identified at the Pgm locus, and that is in strong
disequilibrium with the clinal sites, can explain all clinal
variation at Pgm. However, this hypothetical variant must
be very low in frequency to not be found in the 44
full Pgm sequences in Verrelli and Eanes (2000) and,
therefore, cannot explain the cline for haplotype 226C/
2055G, which is as high as 84% in our sample of subpopulations. It is also possible that a variable site that lies
outside of the Pgm locus is driving the latitudinal clines.
If the clinal variation at Pgm is the result of hitchhiking
with a variable site outside this gene region, this variable
site must be under strong selection for latitudinal variation and either has recently and rapidly risen in frequency or is in very close proximity to the Pgm locus.
Because several polymorphic sites that are distantly separated show strong associations (Figure 3), it would be
interesting to investigate the extent to which this strong
linkage disequilibrium extends outside the Pgm gene
region.
Glycolytic enzymes and latitudinal clines: Surveyed to
date, all glycolytic enzymes in D. melanogaster possess
much less replacement polymorphism than found for
Pgm (Verrelli and Eanes 2000; our unpublished data).
While allozyme clines are common, only Berry and
Kreitman (1993) had examined latitudinal clines in
nucleotide variation to resolve targets of natural selection. Albeit complex, the extensive amino acid variation
at the Pgm locus offers the opportunity to investigate a
large number of protein haplotypes and their distribution along a latitudinal cline. Our study finds that clines
in allozyme alleles may simply be hitchhiking with other
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Pgm amino acid polymorphisms that exhibit stronger
latitudinal clines. In fact, a Pgm haplotype network shows
that these allozyme alleles represent only a small fraction of the amino acid polymorphism that has accumulated on the common 226/2055 protein haplotypes.
The strong latitudinal cline for the 226C/2055G protein
haplotype suggests that Pgm amino acid variation is under selection in natural populations.
The question remains whether latitudinal variation
for Pgm protein haplotypes can explain the extensive
amino acid polymorphism at the Pgm locus (Verrelli
and Eanes 2000). As a form of diversifying selection,
spatially varying selection may favor different protein
haplotypes along an environmental gradient. Pgm is similar to Tpi (Hasson et al. 1998), Sod (Hudson et al.
1994), and Pgi (John H. McDonald, personal communication), in that they have low levels of amino acid
fixation. While these other enzymes have a simple twoallele amino acid polymorphism, Pgm would have at
least 20 amino acid polymorphisms in a comparable
sample. In addition, a similar level of silent site polymorphism is not seen for Pgm. Therefore, while diversifying
selection may result in an accumulation of linked silent
site polymorphism, this may not be the case if adaptive
polymorphism is relatively recent or short lived (Hudson et al. 1994; Gillespie 1994, 1997). If diversifying
or epistatic selection favors different combinations of
amino acid polymorphisms in varying environments
(i.e., combinations of the 226 and 2055 polymorphisms
in temperate and tropical regions), amino acid polymorphism may be limited from reaching appreciable frequencies and contributing to fixation. While epistatic
selection can explain several amino acid polymorphisms, this does not imply that all Pgm amino acid
polymorphism is adaptive. In fact, our analysis shows
that many are simply hitchhiking along with the 226/
2055 protein haplotype classes. The Monte Carlo sampling emphasizes that selection may favor both the
226C/2055G protein haplotype and a specific Slow allele
in higher latitudes. While the Fast allele (R240L) cline
can in effect be explained by the geographic variation for
the 226/2055 protein haplotype, it still may be favored in
lower latitudes. While we have no other evidence for these
scenarios, an examination of the three-dimensional structural and functional differences between the vast numbers
of different Pgm protein haplotypes suggests that these
amino acid polymorphisms have adaptive value (our unpublished data).
Finally, most glycolytic enzymes that possess latitudinal clines show the derived allele is higher in frequency
in temperate regions (Eanes 1999). This is also the case
for Pgm. The 226C/2055G protein haplotype is a derived
allele that has apparently undergone a recent and rapid
increase in frequency in northern latitudes since D.
melanogaster colonized North America from Afrotropical
regions. It is possible that this Pgm allele plays a role in
this species’ adaptation to temperate regions. This re-
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cent colonization and adaptation may explain latitudinal clines for a suite of life history characters including
body size and development (Coyne and Beecham 1987;
James et al. 1995), ethanol and acetic acid tolerance
(David and Bocquet 1975; Cohan and Graf 1985;
Chakir et al. 1996), and ovariole number and egg size
(Capy et al. 1993; Azevedo et al. 1996; our unpublished
data). Because many glycolytic enzymes have a derived
allele associated with northern latitudes, the burden
associated with overwintering in temperate regions may
require a multilocus response to selection for a different
genetic architecture (Eanes 1999). This enzyme variation could involve a change in enzyme activity or
thermostability to adapt to different environmental conditions (Argos et al. 1979; McDonald et al. 1999). Nonetheless, differences in enzyme structure and function
must be manifested in a change in metabolic flux and
have fitness consequences (Hartl et al. 1985; Dykhuizen et al. 1987; Labate and Eanes 1992; Eanes 1999).
PGM resides at a branch point that partitions flux into
glycogen metabolism, the pentose shunt, and the main
glycolytic pathway, and Clark and Keith (1988) also
show a strong association between PGM enzyme activity
and glycogen content. Therefore, our examination of
the physiological effects of Pgm amino acid polymorphisms on glycogen storage will further explore the
relationship between enzyme activity variation and metabolic flux.
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